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REPORT OF TH E BOARD OF GAS AND ELECTRIC 
LIGHT COMMISSIONERS RELATIVE TO TH E IN 
SPECTION AND TESTIN G  OF GAS M ETERS.

I n  B oard  o f  G as a n d  E le c t r ic  L ig h t  C o m m is s io n e r s , 
B o s t o n , Jan. 6, 1916.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives in General Court
assembled.

At the legislative session of 1915 the following resolve was 
adopted: —•

C h a p t e r  46.
R esolve providing for an I nvestigation by the B oard of Gas and 

E lectric L ight Commissioners relative to the I nspection 
and T esting of Gas M eters.

Resolved, That the board of gas and electric light commissioners is 
hereby directed to investigate the subject matter of the bill printed as 
House Document No. 1144 of the present year in regard to the inspection 
and testing of gas meters, and as to the necessity or desirability of legis
lation substantially in conformity with said bill, or as to any other legis
lation in regard to gas meters. The board shall report the result of its 
investigation, with drafts of any legislation recommended by it, to the 
next general court, on or before the second Wednesday in January. [Ap
proved April 19, 1915.

Pursuant to this resolve the Board has given a public hearing 
to all persons interested, after notice by publication and by 
mail to the mayors of every city, to the selectmen of every 
town in which gas companies are operating, to all gas companies
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and to all persons known to be interested in the subject of the 
inquiry. I t  lias also considered and investigated such sugges
tions and facts as were brought to its attention or were within 
its own knowledge and experience.

As a result of its investigation the Board submits its report 
as follows: —

A copy of House Bill No. 1144 (1915), to which reference 
is made in the resolve, is hereto attached, marked A. Its pur
pose is to give the Commissioner of Weights and Measures 
authority to inspect and test all gas meters used for measuring 
gas, either by his deputies or the sealers of weights and meas
ures of the several cities and towns of the Commonwealth, and 
to direct the removal of any meters found defective. Such in
spections and tests are to be made on complaint or request. 
I t  is also provided tha t within six months after the passage of 
the act all meters in .use in the Commonwealth shall be so 
tested and sealed if not defective, and thereafter all meters shall 
be tested annually. A further provision relates to a refund to 
customers by gas companies owning meters found defective.

The proposed legislation does not in terms affect existing 
legislation relating to gas meters and their inspection and 
testing. I t  is therefore desirable to describe the present statu
tory requirements with respect thereto, the methods employed 
and the results obtained under the present law and its ad
ministration.

E x is t in g  Sta tu to ry  R e q u ir e m e n t s .
By chapter 168 of the Acts of the year 1861, entitled An 

Act for the Inspection of Gas Meters, the Protection of Gas 
Consumers, and the Protection and Regulation of Gas-light 
Companies,” the office of State Inspector of Gas and Gas 
Meters was established, and the powers and duties of the in
spectors defined. This act, in substance, required that all gas 
meters which were thereafter used for measuring gas supplied 
to customers should be examined and tested as to their accu
racy, and, if found correct, sealed and stamped by the State 
inspector. Provision was also made for retesting meters in use, 
upon the request of customer or of company. By chapter 228 
of the Acts of the year 1902 the powers and duties of the State
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Inspector of Gas and Gas Meters were transferred to this 
Board. With the exception of this transfer of authority and 
certain minor amendments and additional requirements, the 
provisions of the original law of 1861 are still in force, and are 
expressed in the following sections of chapter 742 of the Acts 
of the year 1914:—

Section 174. The board shall have under its control an inspector and 
one or more assistant inspectors of gas and of gas meters, who shall be 
appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent of the council, 
for terms of three years from the dates of their respective appointments, 
and who shall be sworn to the faithful performance of their official duties. 
The inspector, assistant inspectors and the deputy inspectors hereinafter 
provided for shall not be pecuniarily interested, directly or indirectly, in 
the manufacture or sale of gas, or gas meters, or of any other article or 
commodity used by gas companies or used for any purpose connected 
with the consumption of gas or with gas companies, and they shall not 
give certificates or written opinions to makers or venders of any such 
articles or commodities.

Section 175. Said inspectors, subject to the rules and regulations 
prescribed by the board, shall make the inspections of gas required by 
section one hundred and eighty-one and shall inspect, examine, ascertain 
and prove the accuracy of all meters which are to be used for measuring 
illuminating gas and which are to be furnished to, or for the use of, any 
consumer or company, and shall seal, stamp or mark every such meter, 
if it be found correct, with some suitable device which shall be determined 
by the board and recorded in the office of the secretary of the common
wealth. A meter shall not be stamped correct if it varies more than two 
per cent from the standard measure. The board shall keep a correct 
record of all meters examined by its inspectors with their proof at the 
time of inspection, which shall be open at all times for examination by the 
officers of any gas company in the commonwealth. The inspectors shall 
also perform such other duties and make such reports of their doings as 
the board may require.

Section 176. The board may from time to time, if in its opinion such 
action is necessary, appoint one or more deputy inspectors of meters for 
such term and at such compensation as the board may determine. Any 
person now in the service of the board as a deputy inspector of meters 
may be so appointed or employed without civil service examination. 
Such deputy inspectors of meters shall be sworn, shall act under the direc
tion of the board, shall not be connected with or employed by any gas 
company, and from their decisions the gas company or the consumer may 
appeal to the board.

Section 177. For examining, comparing and testing gas meters, 
with or without stamping them, the board may collect a fee of twenty-five 
cents for each meter delivering not more than a cubic foot of gas in four
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revolutions, vibrations or complete repetitions of its action, and for each' 
meter so delivering more than a cubic foot, a fee of thirty cents, with 
twenty cents added for every additional cubic foot so delivered. For 
examining, comparing, testing or calibrating meter provers and test or 
photometer meters, with or without sealing or certifying to the same, the 
board may collect such fees as it may from time to time establish there
for. The board shall designate one of its members to receive all fees, and 
he shall give a bond to the treasurer and receiver general in the penal 
sum of five thousand dollars. All fees received by the board shall be paid 
into the treasury of the commonwealth monthly, upon the last business 
day of each month.

Section 178. The board may expend annually for the compensation 
of the inspector of gas and gas meters, assistant inspectors, deputy inspec
tors of meters and for office rent, travelling and other necessary expenses 
incidental to the duties of said inspectors, such sum as the general court 
shall annually appropriate.

Section 182. The unit of measure for the sale of illuminating gas by 
meter shall be the cubic foot, containing sixty-two and three hundred and 
twenty-one one-thousandths pounds avoirdupois weight of distilled or 
rain water, weighed in air of the temperature of sixty-two degrees, Fahren
heit scale, the barometer being at thirty inches.

Section 183. Every gas company’with a capital paid in of one hun
dred thousand dollars or more, and every other gas company, if required 
by the board, and all makers and vendors of meters shall set up at some 
convenient place upon their premises one or more meter provers of a size 
and type approved by the board and tested and calibrated by the board, 
by means of which meters may be tested.

Section 184. A gas company providing a meter for measuring gas 
supplied to a customer which, if never before used, has not been duly sealed 
and stamped, or, if opened after being sealed and stamped, has not been 
again tested, sealed and stamped, shall be punished by a fine of five dollars 
for every such meter in use, payable to the city or town in which the meter 
is situated.

Section 185. Meters in use shall be tested by the inspector or by one 
of his assistants or by a deputy, on the request of the consumer or of the 
gas company, in the presence of the consumer if desired, and with sealed 
apparatus. If he finds that the meter is correct, the person requesting the 
inspection shall pay the fees for such inspection and the expense of remov
ing the meter for the purpose of being tested, and the reinspection shall 
be stamped on the meter. If he finds that the meter is incorrect, the gas 
company shall pay such expenses and shall furnish a new meter without 
charge to the consumer.

Section 186. Meters for measuring gas supplied to consumers shall 
register the quantity of gas passing through them in cubic feet so that the 
number of cubic feet of gas consumed can be easily ascertained by the 
consumer thereof. No meter shall be used which may confuse or deceive
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the consumer in ascertaining the price he pays per thousand cubic feet or 
the number of cubic feet consumed. No charge for the use of a meter 
during any portion of the twelve consecutive months preceding the thir
tieth day of June of any year shall be made if the consumer during said 
time uses gas to the value of seven dollars, and whoever makes a charge 
therefor contrary to the provisions hereof shall be punished by a fine not 
exceeding one hundred dollars for each offence.

Section 188. When a gas or electric meter in a building owned or 
used by a customer of a gas or electric company is read by an employee 
or agent of such company, he shall, upon request, deliver to the person 
using the gas or electricity measured by the meter a written statement of 
the amount recorded by the meter at that time.

M e t h o d  o f T e s t in g  e m p l o y e d .
Under the provisions of law already quoted all gas meters 

used for measuring gas supplied to consumers must first have 
been inspected, tested, sealed and stamped by the State inspec
tors. If a meter is repaired, it must be reinspected, tested, 
sealed and stamped, and upon complaint of a customer or com
pany a meter may at any time be retested, and if found in
correct, condemned.

In a dry gas meter the gas is measured by leather diaphragms 
working somewhat similarly to bellows. To the diaphragm is 
connected a registering apparatus which records the number of 
strokes of the diaphragms. The length of the stroke or distance 
through which the diaphragm moves determines the amount of 
gas delivered and thereby recorded, and this is fixed by the 
manufacturer before the top is soldered on the meter. The 
dial of the registering apparatus can be seen through a glass 
window near the top of the meter, and on the end of the shaft 
connecting the measuring mechanism with the registering ap
paratus is a pointer which moves over a circle called the ex
periment circle. This circle indicates, for one revolution of the 
pointer, two feet for the smaller sizes of meters and five or 
more feet for larger sizes.

In testing a meter gas or air is passed, under proper condi
tions, from a meter prover through the meter until the pointer 
makes a complete revolution over the experiment circle, thus 
measuring and recording two feet (five or more feet for large 
meters). The amount of gas or air actually used from the 
meter prover is readily found from the prover scale and the
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amount of error calculated. For example, if the meter in 
recording two feet has actually required only 1.95 cubic feet 
from the prover, the meter is evidently fast, that is, registers 
more gas than it passes, by 2 |  per cent.

A meter prover is a calibrated gas holder, that is, a cylindrical 
metal bell, having a capacity of one or more cubic feet, is so 
arranged with guides and counterweights that it can move 
vertically up or down in a tank of water. The greatest care is 
taken in determining the capacity of the bell and each cubic 
foot is engraved on the scale, so tha t the exact amount of gas 
delivered from the prover can be easily read. In testing a 
meter particular attention must be paid to temperatures, for 
gas or air changes its volume by 1 per cent, for each 4.8 de
grees Fahrenheit. In consequence, the temperature of the 
meter, of the air in room and meter prover, as well as the water 
in the prover, cannot vary more than one or two degrees 
Fahrenheit for accurate testing.

Portable test meters have been suggested for testing meters 
while in use; but on account of the difficulties encountered, es
pecially in the m atter of temperatures, they have not been 
successful and the results are inaccurate, sometimes to the ex
tent of 10 per cent. The volume of gas as measured by the 
test meter might or might not be the same in the meter being 
tested, and there would be no practical way to determine it or 
to change it. Then, again, meters should be run at a normal 
rate, under which they are originally tested, to reproduce their 
relative accuracy. This would require a test meter for each 
different size meter to be tested.

In testing with a meter prover, after the temperatures are 
found to be alike, care should also be taken tha t the connection 
between the meter and the prover is tight, and a test is made 
for this purpose as well as the tightness of meter. The pointer 
on the experiment circle is then run around about one-half foot 
and the prover shut off when the pointer reaches the chosen 
point, with the outlet stopped to normal rate. The prover is 
then set at zero, and the meter run until the pointer makes an 
exact revolution. If the error of the meter is greater than 
1 per cent., it is advisable to run again from another point, 
and, if this test is also within the legal limits, to take the aver-
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age of the two. If found to be correct, whether on original 
inspection, after repairs or upon complaint, a brass tag bearing 
the inspection number and the State seal is soldered on the left 
hand and front corner of the top of the meter, and the meter 
is* also sealed with wax, bearing the date of the inspection, at 
such points tha t the meter cannot thereafter be opened and 
its mechanism tampered with without breaking the seals.

The methods of testing which have been described were es
tablished in 1861 by William B. Rogers, the first inspector ap
pointed, who W'as subsequently one of the founders and the 
first president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
I t was his purpose to introduce a scientific test of meters, and 
the accuracy of his methods and results w’ere promptly recog
nized both in this country and abroad, and had an imme
diate effect in causing meter makers and the companies to give 
greater care to their own preparatory testing. The work of the 
department has been continued in the same spirit, and any 
departure involving less care or scientific attainm ent, in the 
opinion of the Board, would be a mistake. The inspection 
under the present system has been so careful and thorough tha t 
fewr new or repaired meters are presented by the manufac
turers or companies which do not meet the inspectors’ test. 
Out of 80,140 meters tested as new' or repaired during the year 
ending Nov. 30, 1914, but 85 were condemned, and during the 
year ending Nov. 30, 1915, but 137 out of 81,149 meters tested 
w'ere condemned. In addition to testing meters used by cus
tomers, and by means of a primary standard calibrated by the 
Bureau of Standards at Washington and rechecked by the 
Rogers’ standard, there have been calibrated 180 meter provers, 
which the manufacturers and companies are required to install 
in order th a t tests may be made locally, as well as at the in
spectors’ laboratory. The rules observed by the inspectors in 
gas meter testing are hereto attached, marked B.

M eters m ay become deranged from poor w orkm anship in the 
meters, from  im proper places of installation and from poor 
quality  of gas being m easured. M eters in use are reinspected 
on com plain t of consum er or gas company. These m eters on 
rem oval are tigh tly  corked in inlet and outlet tubes and taken  
to  th e  testing  room as soon as possible. The testing  is the
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same as for new meters, except that more runs are made and 
from different points. A certificate of test is issued to the 
customer and the company for each meter, giving the results of 
the test.

During the past ten years the number of meters tested on 
complaint have averaged 376 meters a year. Requests for such 
inspection usually follow an apparently abnormal increase in a 
customer’s bill. The results of such inspections, therefore, 
include a larger proportion of fast meters than a routine exam
ination of the same number of meters in use for any reasonable 
period of years would ordinarily develop. The following table 
gives the results of last year’s complaint meter testing:

N u m b e r  of M e t e r s .
P e r c e n t a g e  o f  E r r o r .

Fast. Slow. Total.

- - 11
.5................................................................................ 8 9 17

1.0, .......................................................................... 18 15 33
1.5................................................................................ 11 2 13
2 .0 ,1 ................................................................... 24 16 40
2 .5 , ............................................................................. 3 - 3
3 .0 , ............................................................................. 23 6 29
3 .5 ............................................................................... 6 1 7
4 .0 , ............................................................................. 15 3 18
4 .5 , ............................................................................. 1 - 1
5 .0 , ............................................................................. 16 1 17
5.5................................................................................ 1 - 1
6 .0 , ............................................................................. 9 3 12
7 .0 ................................................................................ 3 - 3
8.0................................................................................ - 1 1

10.0, ............................................................................. 3 - 3
11.0................................................................................ - 1 1
12.0, ............................................................................. 1 - 1
6 1 .6 ,............................................................................. 1 - 1

----------------------
1 1

i A m eter is b y  law deem ed correct if i t  does n o t vary  “ m ore th an  2 per cent, from  the standard
m easure.”



F ig . 1. — Rogers’ P rim ary Standard. F ig . 2. —-Prim ary S tandard  calibrated b y  the B ureau of Standards.
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C o n c l u sio n s  and  R ec o m m e n d a t io n s .
I t  appeared at the hearing that the proponent of the legisla

tion under consideration was not familiar with the fact tha t all 
meters for measuring gas supplied to customers were required 
to pass a State inspection. Moreover, he was evidently con
vinced of the impracticability and inexpediency of requiring all 
of the more than 600,000 meters in use in the Commonwealth 
to be tested within six months and annually thereafter, as the 
act he advocated called for. No criticism of the methods now 
employed in testing meters was offered, and the Board’s study 
and experience convince it th a t the methods of testing em
ployed are in conformity with the best practices elsewhere. 
Indeed, this State was a pioneer in requiring public inspection 
of gas meters, and organized the work through Professor 
Rogers so thoroughly th a t the standards and methods have 
been utilized in establishing similar departments in other 
States.

Any requirement for the inspection and test of a measuring- 
device, such as a gas meter, must necessarily rest upon a pur
pose to protect purchasers of gas from overcharges by the use 
of meters which fail to register the consumption correctly. To 
be effective, the method of inspection employed should be such 
as to assure the customer th a t the mechanism of the meter 
after inspection and installation cannot be tampered with 
without detection while in use upon his premises, and to pro
vide for their reinspection should any question arise as to the 
correctness of their registration. I t  is believed th a t both of 
these purposes are reasonably accomplished by the organization 
of the work -which has been described and has so long been 
followed, and secures for the customer a reasonably prompt 
and available remedy in case he questions the accuracy of the 
meter.

I t  is natural to question the accuracy • of a device which 
measures an invisible element like gas, whose use leaves no per
manent record other than on the dial of the meter. No amount 
of examination and testing will wholly eradicate this feeling, 
especially where bills rendered a customer appear to be rela
tively larger than before. But experience shows th a t meters
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even after a number of years’ use continue to register in the 
large majority of cases within the permissible limits. In fact 
it is probable, as stated by one of the earlier inspectors after an 
experience of over twenty years in testing meters, “ that gas is 
measured more accurately than the majority of articles of 
household consumption.”

I t  was claimed tha t the average customer knows nothing of 
his right to have his meter retested by the inspection depart
ment of this Board, but that he is familiar with the fact that 
each city and town has a sealer of weights and measures readily 
available had he the authority proposed in this legislation. It 
is doubtless true tha t many customers do not know of their 
present rights. I t  is doubtful if they would be better informed 
if the law should be changed. On the other hand, where dis
putes arise over bills, many companies make it a practice to 
call the m atter to the customer’s attention, and not over 5 per 
cent, of the meters retested on complaint originate with a direct 
application by the customer to the Board. To carry out the 
proposal to authorize local sealers of weights and measures to 
retest gas meters on complaint would necessarily involve in
struction in making such tests, and possibly equipping the 
sealers with the necessary apparatus if a testing station were 
not available. This would involve an expense which the present 
fees are not sufficient to meet, and without a compensating 
advantage to the public. Moreover, the occasional testing of 
a meter by such an official could not be expected to be as 
reliable as the work of men who devote their entire time to 
such testing. This difficulty was recognized by those urging 
the legislation in a suggestion that the local sealers of weights 
and measures should merely receive the complaints and the 
actual testing be done by the State Commissioner of Weights 
and Measures or his deputies. But if all that is to be accom
plished by the legislation is merely a transfer of the powers and 
duties now exercised by this Board to another State depart
ment, the Board knows of no public advantage to be gained by 
this step. I t  believes tha t a serious public disadvantage might 
result, since a substantial amount of the time of one of its 
members is necessarily devoted to adjusting disputes between
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customers and companies, and the control of this gas meter 
inspection department is an im portant aid in this feature of 
the Board’s work.

For the reasons above set forth the Board is of the opinion 
that no legislation is needed, and so recommends.

Respectfully submitted,

ALONZO R. W EED, 
M ORRIS SCHAFF, 
THOMAS P. RILEY,

Commissioners.
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A.
H o u se  N o . 1144.

An Act to pr o v id e  fo r  t h e  I n spectio n  and T esting op Gas
M e t e r s .

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
S ectio n  1. The commissioner of weights and measures is 

hereby authorized to provide for the inspection and testing of 
all gas meters, furnished, installed or used for the measuring of 
gas.

S ectio n  2. Said commissioner is authorized to receive com
plaints or requests from consumers of gas respecting condition 
of gas meters, and upon receipt of complaint or request for in
spection shall cause to be tested any meter or meters which are 
the subject of such complaint.

S ectio n  3. Said commissioner is authorized to direct the re
moval of any meter or meters found to be defective and the in
stallation of meter or meters to replace defective meters in 
accordance with the provisions of this act.

S ection  4. Within six months from the passage of this act 
the commissioner of weights and measures shall by his deputies 
and the sealers of weights and measures in cities and towns in 
this commonwealth cause to be inspected all meters used for the 
measuring of gas furnished by any person or corporation engaged 
in the sale, manufacture or distribution of gas for power, lighting 
or heating purposes, and upon such meters as shall be found 
not to be defective there shall be placed the seal of the commis
sioner, his deputies or the sealers of weights and measures in the 
cities and towns of the commonwealth where such meters are 
located. All expense incurred in the inspection tests or exam
ination of meters as provided in this section shall be borne by 
the persons or corporation owning, furnishing or controhing such 
meters.

S ectio n  5. After December thirty-first, nineteen hundred 
and fifteen, all gas meters shall be inspected annually in accord
ance with the provisions of the preceding section.

S ectio n  6. Where upon complaint or request a meter upon
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inspection and test shall have been found to be defective, the 
commissioner, his deputies or agents may order the person or 
corporation owning, controlling or furnishing said meter or 
meters to refund to the consumer of gas measured through said 
meter or meters an amount equal to five per cent of the sums 
paid for gas used through said meter or meters for the three 
months preceding such inspection.

S ection  7. For the purposes of this act sealers of weights 
and measures of all cities and towns in this commonwealth are 
hereby made deputy meter inspectors.

S ection  8. This act shall take effect July first, nineteen 
hundred and fifteen.
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B.
M e t e r  T estin g  R u les .

Temperature.
The temperature of meter, water in prover and air in room 

and prover should not vary more than two degrees Fahrenheit. 
If so, adjust them by changing temperature of air or water or 
both. Make sure that the water is well mixed, and that the 
temperature is taken accurately.

Tightness.
The meter and connections between prover and meter must 

be tight. To test, run about one-tenth foot through meter, stop 
outlet and shut off prover, watching the gauge meanwhile; after 
thirty seconds, turn on the prover; more than two one-hun
dredths inch variation indicates a leak. If a leak is shown, test 
for tightness of connections by disconnecting meter and repeating 
test, with outlet of connections stopped. If the connections are 
tight and a second test shows meter leaky, the leak must be 
found before testing. Note that faulty temperatures may give 
same results.

Starting.
With the outlet of the meter open, run at least one-half foot, 

for 3s, 5s and 10s (one to ten feet for. larger sizes), to proposed 
starting point, finishing with the rate on. The normal rate is 
six feet per hour for each light the meter is marked to supply; 
a convenient rule for rates is one-tenth foot per minute for each 
light.

Running.
Next bring the prover to starting point and run meter until 

the experiment hand shows a complete revolution, shutting off 
prover as hand reaches exactly the starting point. The per- 
centage error up to 5 per cent, is read from graduations on 
prover. Do not record less than J per cent, for a run of less 
than ten feet; nor less than j  per cent, for a run of more than 
ten feet.
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Complaints.
Complaint meters are to be tested as are new or repaired 

meters, except that they are to be run until three tests from 
different points check. Use care in tight test, and run exactly 
to mark.

Precautions.
Inspectors must be sure the temperatures of water, meter and 

air in room and prover are uniform and do not vary more than 
two degrees Fahrenheit; the temperature of the meter and water 
in prover do not change as rapidly as the air in room, therefore 
care and attention must be given to keeping them uniform. 
Heating the water to follow the rise in temperature of the air 
must be done cautiously, and is not recommended generally.

Meters and prover should be protected from sun and drafts. 
Meters should be kept above the floor and remain in proving 
room long enough to acquire the room temperature. Proving 
rooms should be kept at even temperature day and night. 
Meters for complaint testing should be kept tightly corked until 
tested.

Sealing.
Meters varying not more than 2 per cent, from the standard 

measure shall be sealed as follows: —
Tin Meters.— The brass badge, bearing an inspection number 

corresponding to that recorded in book, “ Original Record of the 
Inspection of Gas Meters,” is to be soldered on left front corner 
of top of meter on line of soldering, taking care to cause no 
leaks. The dating seal to be impressed in wax on right-hand 
back corner of top, part of the lettering on seal to be over line 
of soldering. The front and back to be sealed by impressing the 
two-level seal in wax, on the front directly under dial case and 
in middle of top of back. The words “ Do not break” are to be 
on ridge found at top of front and back. Paneled meters, in 
addition to dating seal, are to have front, back and top effectu
ally sealed by using modified form of two-level seal in angle 
formed by panels. Open top meters, in addition to dating seal 
and front and back seals, are to have handhole in top sealed by 
new seal, using only top and bottom lines.

Iron Meters.— Are to be sealed by lead seal, hanging badge, 
properly numbered, on the wire which runs through a hole in 
screw heads, — two screws in front, two in back and one in hole
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for adjusting tool. The dating seal to be impressed in wax on 
joint of dial case and body of meter, first placing strip of brass 
under wax.

Complaint Meters. — Complaint meters that register within 
the 2 per cent, limit are to be sealed -with the special series of 
complaint badges, the badge to be soldered on the right-hand 
front corner of top and the date of inspection to be put on left- 
hand back corner; the original seals are to be left on meter. If 
the meter is found to be incorrect, the original seals are to be 
removed.

Record Books.
Use only Massachusetts Standard Record Ink for all 

records. Each deputy will write his name and impress the 
office stamp on fly leaf of each book used. The outfit fur
nished must be taken with the inspector, and the records 
completed before leaving the testing station. Use the rubber 
stamp to date the beginning of each day’s work at each place; 
enter name of company requesting inspection; enter maker’s 
name. If a miscellaneous lot of different makers, after first 
meter, use maker’s initials in space beyond “ proof” column, 
using care that different makers are properly noted; do not use 
ditto marks. On first line enter, in space beyond “ proof” col
umn, commissioners’ order number, or at N. Tufts Meter Co. 
“ stock” or name of gas company for whom meters were repaired. 
The full badge number is to be entered at top of each page, and 
only units with each ten carried down the page. For new meters 
numbered serially, the full maker’s number need not be re
peated, but only the units and tens carried down, using care not 
to make an error in the hundreds. In “ size light ” column enter 
size (adding “ p p ” if prepayment) for first and last of each lot; 
for a meter registering incorrectly put a red star on same line id 
right-hand column. Put the stamp for totals on lower right- 
hand corner of last page of day’s work. The totals for days 
work must show total number of each size, regardless of kind 
of meter, and the grand total of all meters. A supplementary 
record of prepayments, by sizes, is to be made. Record only 
twenty-five meters on one page. Loose sheets used for. recording 
meters tested on first day of month are to be preserved and 
filed.
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Reports.
Reports on Form G. I. No. 4 are to be made out daily and 

handed to the chief inspector; when away, mailed to the Ash
burton Place office each night. These reports, rubber stamp 
dated, must show as separate items each lot of new, repaired, 
reinspected and complaint meters, with commissioners’ order 
number and place of inspection, and also show details of sizes, 
total number of each size for the day and grand total of day’s 
work. In case verbal or telephone orders are issued, without 
order number, insert name of company in pencil. Do not make 
any distinction between regular and prepayment meters. Report 
receipt, inspection (in addition to usual daily report) and ship
ment of meters, photometer meters and provers handled at 
32 Hawley Street on Form G. I. No. 1. Date of inspection and 
inspector’s name must appear even for new or repaired meters. 
Record serial number of Form G. I. No. 1 on order.

Certificates of complaint inspection will be made out at the 
Ashburton Place office from the data on Form G. I. No. 1. In 
supplying information from the records as to previous inspection, 
use parentheses.

Report traveling expenses actually incurred and paid each day.
In reporting receipt of meters, other than complaints, erase 

“ numbered” in second line and insert “ new” or “ repaired” on 
Form G. I. No. 1.

In shipping by freight erase “ Express Co.” and write in name 
of railroad and number of our bill of lading.

When shipping meters obtain a receipt either on Form G. I. 
No. 1, special receipt, like the American Express Co., or in mis
cellaneous receipt book; and in each case put on serial number of 
Form G. I. No. 1.

Meter men’s reports for Saturdays must be mailed early 
Saturday afternoon.

When shipping meters by freight date all bills of ladings with 
day of shipping, and in addition put number of Form G. I. No. 1 
on the tissue copy of the bill of lading as well as the number of 
bill of lading on Form G. I. No. 1.

Memoranda.
Memoranda must be made out in duplicate on completion of 

day’s work, one to be left with the company and the other, 
signed by the company’s representative, to be filed with the
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inspector, and must bear commissioners’ order number, except 
that at N. Tufts Meter Co. repaired meters are to be reported 
by name of gas company owning same.

General.
•

Meters are to be inspected only on orders issued by the Board 
of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners or chief inspector, 
excepting that at the Boston Consolidated Gas Company’s re
pair shop such repaired meters as may be presented by the com
pany may be tested; and similarly at a manufacturer’s proving 
room any new meters may be tested for “ stock” and are to be 
reported as such, and also such repaired meters as may be pre
sented.

For complaint meters a special hundred of badges is to be 
used, and each number checked off when used.

Any hundred of badges must be recorded as a whole on one 
book and not split up or used by more than one inspector.

One deputy is in charge of, and responsible for the proper 
working of, the presses for making and numbering badges.

In making badges each hundred must be checked and ini
tialed by inspector making same in the badge book; and checked, 
initialed and dated when taken for use.

Inspectors are to be at work by 9 o’clock at the station as
signed; the day closes at 5 o’clock.

Attention must be paid to temperatures, so that the tests 
may be kept accurate.

Report to chief inspector on special report blank any unusual 
condition of apparatus or testing rooms that would tend to 
vitiate the accuracy of tests.

Testing stations should provide —
Facilities for regulating temperatures.
Soldering outfit, including burner for heating copper, solder 

and flux.
Arrangements so that the meters to be tested may be in the 

testing room, off the floor, sufficiently long to acquire the room 
temperature; this time may vary from a few hours to a day.


